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JU. K. OLESA AND THE CATEGORY OF TIME 

The concept of time is essential towards an understanding of the birth 
and development of Olda's literary work. After a careful analysis 
(Olda 1934, 1935, 1974) we may come to the conclusion that the 
writer or, to be more exact, the narrator, in that he is the more natural 
means of communication with the reader, must be like an artist who 
can stop time and transfigure everything. 

Olda conceives the art of writing as the creation of a lasting link 
between the present and the past, which will generate a dream of eter-
nity, where conventional concepts like beginning and end will signify 
nothing. For the writer the value of time depends on events memori-
zed, chosen and finally used in his artistic production. From this it 
follows, that the category of time gains its main connotation through 
the basic adjective artistic. 

For Olda the aesthetic act, conceived as a regeneration or more 
simply as a generation, a creation of new images, is comparable with 
the activity of consciousness during two particular periods of human 
lifé: infancy and childhood. As Olda writes: 
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3aKOHbl TaopLiecTaa — 4pe3abmatiHo ma.no ocaoeHHaa sem>. TpyAHO 

AaTb ce6e, KaK 3T0 memeTcsi. KaK po*naeTca o6pa3, KaK B031-114KaBT 

itnest. BO3HPIKHOBBHHe 3aBHCTH — pe3y/IbTaT IIOLITH aceti 
co3HaTenbHott IOHOCTH. (Olda 1935: 152) 

These words are essential to the understanding of the poetics, the 
linguistic and formai devices, and the artistic structures, which cha-
racterize Ole§a's work together with his time. 

Childhood is intended as the moment when a man, in our case a 
writer, is at his most sensitive to images and impressions. A child 
subjects these images to his very personal way of perception and very 
often he changes and camouflages them: an object, a colour, a scent 
assume meanings very far from their usual ones. In other words, a 
child can create his personal metaphors from everything which he is 
sensitive to; he can give a new life to his sensorial impressions. 

TlercKite anettaTAernta HrpatoT orpomHyto po.nb B tpopmHposaHHH 
xyno*eciseimoro HHTeJIJIBKTa. $1 Korria-HHISymb Haninuy CTaTIA0 
ABTCKHX anettaT.neHHax B Taopmeente ./IbBa TOJICTOTO. HMeHHO B 

TaopLtecTae TOJICTOTO 3TH ,nercKite anemaT.neHita CKa3151BalOTC51 

oco6eHno C11.11bH0. (...) 51 npitaeny H3BeCTHI3Ift npitmep. 3T0 CJI0Ba reTe. 
OH cKa3a_rt o Ilerpe Ilepaom, LITO TOT nocTpoart IleTep6ypr Ha KaHanax, 
noTomy turo a jtercrae ero nopuit.na KapTHHKa, H3o6paxcameast ro.n- 
JUIHJICKHA ropop. 3To, KOHeLIHO, CJIOBa nona, OLIeHb KpaCHBbIe, HO 

mo)KeT 6brrb He coacem cnpaaezi.nitable, oititaxo, mite KaiKerest, LITO 

A0.7I51 npaanbt a HHX ecTb. YmeHHe aitnerb mHp KaK 6m anepabte 
SIBJIReTCH CBOACTBOM no3Ta. A 3T0 yMeHHe H,ner Be.rth OT AeTCTBa, 

KOTAa menoaeK neticTairre.nbHo BH,ztirr MHp anepame (Oltta 1935: 153). 

There is a very clear and direct connection between the child and 
the artist; between childhood and the time of artistic creation. 

The freshness of sensations, the capacity of emotions are charac-
teristic of both the writer and the child. 

From similar conclusions it is by now clear how important the 
image and the value of memory as the foundation of knowledge are. 

As regards memory, it is comparable to a haif—reality, a halfcon-
sciousness. Memory gives to events a unchronological, illogical, 
dynamic and selected order; hopes become real events; real events are 
forgotten, altered, constantly reinterpreted in the light of present ne-
cessities, past fears and future hopes. The temporal piane of memory 
is an incoherent one, where diachronic rules are violated in favour of 
a space—time continuum. Memory works according to processes com- 
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parable to those of dreaming and sleeping, which folk tradition has 
always ascribed to the field of magic and fable. 1  

This idea of time and artistic creation must necessarily have some 
influence on the most direct vehicle of communication for a writer. his 
language. OleSa thinks that each phrase of prose must take advantage 
of the reader's emotivity. If such phrases are placed at the point of the 
work when the emotional effect has achieved its height, then even if it 
is stylistically incorrect nobody will notice this. 37a Opaaa BCHAbl-

BaeT Ha HHpHvecicoil BOJIHe. Of course, Ole§a does not mean to 
justify illiteracy or slovenliness on the part of the writer, he only 
wants to stress the artistic and emotional aspect. Feeling and idea 
come first, the form will come itself. 2  

The child and the artist above all seize images from reality. These 
images are real, as they spring from the world of the senses; at the 
same time, they are images created from a particular point of view, 
which can perceive the newness by this time lost from the adult's ex-
perienced sight. Sometimes this newness borders on the category of 
the fantastic. 3  The perception of a child, of an inexperienced young 
man and an artist, is more expository than explicative; it represents 
rather than argues. Images are what prevail in the development of mo-
tifs of OleAa's prose. Now it is possible to draw a parallel between 
Olea's work and the tenth Muse, the cinema. 

According to EjzenMein, two pieces of a film, whatever they may 
be, if set nearby, signify a new idea, acquire a new character that 
springs from this contraposition. In no way this phenomenon is pe-
culiar only to the cinema; on the contrary, it may be noticed every-
when we set in opposition to each other two facts, two phenomena, 
two objects. In the presence of such an opposition, almost automati-
cally we carry out a clear and evident deductive generalization. 4  

As a pure indication, since there are many works on this subject, see: Bakalov 
1987, Bergson 1922, Florenskij 1967, Ivanov—Toporov 1965, Ivanov 1973, Li-
chaZev 1962, Meyerhoff 1955, Vygockij 1968. 

2  Olda has repeatedly treated the problems of form and language in the above-
mentioned works. 

3  For the concepts of fantastic and fantastic reality, see Olelia's essay G. Uells 
(1974). 

4  Se,e Ejzen.§tein 1964: 228. The originai text has been published in english: The 
film sense, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York 1942; but we could in no way succeed 
in reading it. 
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Ejzen.§tein's words, although dedicated to analyse the technique 
of the film—cutting, may easily be referred to the structure of O1ea's 
works. Tri tolstjaka, Zavist' , its theatrical adaptation Zagovor éuvstv, 
Vignevaja kostoéka and the unfinished tale Samoutiter volgebstv are 
only a few meaningful examples. 

One of Oleta's favoured motifs has always been the contrast 
between an idealized past and an equally idealized future. MoreoVer, 
our writer has always dropped this contrast into contemporary space 
and time, in order to clarify the degree of idealization inherent to both 
time categories. 

We must point out that this motif of the contrast between past and 
future is not only an individuai feature, typical of Olda's poetics, but 
a recurrent theme in nearly all contemporary Russian literature. Time 
as experienced in the individuai life of man, and time as experienced 
in a historical process, their coinciding or coming into collision in the 
artist's personal consciousness, form a common motif in Russian lite-
rary creation of the post—revolutionary years. As examples, we may 
cite Osip Mandel'tam's Sum vremeni, Anna Achmatova's Beg vre-
meni, Aleksandr Blok's Dvenadcat', Evgenij Zamjatin's My, Boris 
Pilnjak's Golyj god and our list could go on with many other equally 
famous names and titles. 

In Olea's poetics the stream of images, which forms the most 
characteristic structure of his works, coincides with what we may de-
fine the narrator's, and not the writer's, stream of consciousness, of 
thinking. As a matter of fact, the metaphor of the stream has become a 
synonym for a definite literary technique, which is not quite characte-
ristic of Olea's writing. The expression, as used ìn the present essay, 
has as its referent a human mental process, whether conscious or not. 
Time, as experienced by the individuai, has the quality offlowing like 
a river, and this quality is an enduring feature within the constant 
changing of historical time. This way, we make a selection of facts, 
people and reflections, correlated through motifs and coesisting on an 
associative ground. We may consequently notice a substantial weak-
ness of the narrative syntagmatic axis, opposed to a semantic of the 
paradigmatic one. 

Associations, mental digressions annulling the rational spacetime 
and privileging the poetic one are very frequent within Envy particu-
larly and the whole of Olea's work. 

Within Envy an initial memory of the narrator, be he the character-
Kavalerov of the first part of the novel or the unknown person of the 
second part, becomes an image; the image becomes a metaphor and 
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causes the series of the following images. We may find many exam-
ples of this particular narrative technique and two theoretical exposi-
tions in Envy. In the XIVth chapter of the first part Kavalerov, our 
character—narrator, has already been chased out of Andrej Babiéev's 
house and, within the fraction of a second necessary before the words 
Get away from here! reach his brain and become significant, he finds 
himself thinking: 

OH arsemi rormac xce, TOLIHO 141111 curpannc.b. Ho peannxa nom.fla 
Ao CO3HaHHA Moero cnycrn neKoropmfinpommyroK apeMeHH. 

Ilpokuouno negro ineo6b14atinoe. 
Hien 	BO3MOICHO, 6bum MOAHRA. 

51 ne xoziy ronopnrb o6pa3no. xoiy rosopwrb npocro. 51 Linran nem- 
rna «Armoullepy» Kaman.na clmammapnona. (KaKoe nAanernoe kfmni 
cl).mammaprion-aro c.ama 313e3na). OH oruicmaaeT mapoaannym MOAH190, 

ynnamienbribtfl 314ciclerr: nonnba51, r.nanKm51 map 6eanymno aKarm-
aaercn B nomemenne, nano.minn ero oc..nennrenbrimm cacrom... O, 
na.neK or nabiepennn npn6erarb K nomnbam cpaaneinnm. Ho o6.naKo 
6b1.110 I10)203pHTeAbH0. Ho TCHb nananra.nacb, KaK BO cne. Ho men 
no*nb. B cna.nbne 6m.no OTKpb1TO OKHO. 1-1011b3bAl B rpo3y OCTaBAATb 

mut OTKpb1Tb1MHI C10303HAKI 

C PDXIMM, c KanAnmm ropbmmn, KaK CAe3b1, c nopmaamn epa 
DOLI KOTOpb1M11 aa3a-eampuiro 6e)KHT, KaK n.nann, BOCIIJIaMCHASI 

3anaaecKH, KOTOPhle raloKe (Servi.  non DOTOAOK, 110AB1131eTCA 

CliaAbH11 Unsi. 
Ho TOAbK0 menz oule.nom.nner 3T0 ~mine. Ha camom xce nane ace 

npoc-ro npnexari npyr, H npy3bn nocneunurri c HHM yBH.BeTCA. BO3M0 - 

 *HO, 6a6n4en 3aexa.n 3a Ba.nefl, megramnefl, B03/440)&010, 06 3TOM 

Bce npocro. A ?densi nano ornpaanrb B nncnancep, Aetnirb ritnno3om, 
4r06 He MbICAIIA o6pa3amn H ne npnnmcmaari neayume 34)(DeKTOB 

umposanno51MOJIHIllt 
Tax A xce nenoptly eam npocroryl (O1ea 1982: 46-47) 

These words recounting the present facts, ideally addressed as a 
direct speech to some listener, are interrupted by the mental images 
produced by the free springing of Nikolaj Kavalerov's thoughts. 

Just a short time before, this character had created an ideal con-
flict between the artist's way of speaking by images and the common 
man's by concepts. In his letter to Andrej Babiéev, which represents a 
symbolic delirium of his mental processes, he writes: 

Bbl na3aarim MeHA 371KOTOAHKOM TO./IbK0 naromy, LITO A o6parnficn 
K neaynixe Ha HeTIOHRTHOM ZAR BAC odpaanom mance? HOTIOHJITHOO -

J1H60 CMCIIIHO, JIH6O CTpaIIIHO . Ceihnic BbI cmeerecb, HO A 3aCTaBAA10 

Bac acKope y*acarbc51. He itymatire, He TOJIbKO o6pa3no,— 13110.11110 
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peanbno A .ymmo MbICJIHTb tiTO XCeI O Heti, O Balie, A mory CKa3aTb H 

06bI4HIAMH cAosamx, — H BOT, no*anyticTa, si aar.inpHaeAy cefiqac psw 

ROH$ITHbIX AJIA BaC onpemexemifi, ymbnuAeHHcr, 4ro6ba paMICeMb aac, 
4ro6bi pampamwrb Tem, mero BbI He noxy4HTe, yaa*aembag 
KOJI6aCHHKI 

/la, orla CTOR/la nepexio mHoti, — pa, cnepaa no-c.Boemy: oxszy. 
oHa Una verme Temi, efi morfia 6bi nomamosaTh camast .nerKaA H3 

TeHett — TeHb naziamixero cHera, na, cnepaa no-caoemy; He yxpm orla 
c.Aymafia meHA, a BHCK0144, cAerica Hax.notía ranoay; na, Ha opex 
noxoxce ee JIHI.10: no useTy — or urapa, H no cDopme — cxyAamm, 
oxpyrAblmH, cylmounevuicA K noA60pozcy. aro noasrrHo BaM? HeT7Tax 
BOT elce. OT 6era nAaTbe ee npwano B 6ecnopswox, OTKPbUI0Cb, H R 
yame.n: eme He acsf orla noxpbmach urapom, Ha rpywi y Hee YBItaan 
rany6y10 porancy 

A Tenepb — no-Baxemy. OHHCaHHe TOti, KoTopoli 111:4 xoTHTe 

HOJIaKOMHTbefl. TlepeAo MHOti CTOSUIa neayma AeT IlleCTHULIaTH, 

IIOMTH neaomxa, umpoxasi B nxemax, ceporAaaasi, c noAcrpHxcembimH H 

E13.110XMa4eHHb1M41 BOJI0CablH — omapoaaTeAbHma noApocrox, crpo13- 
Hblh, Kax maxmaTHaA clmrypa — (3T0 yxce no-moemyl), Heaexinagi 
pocTom. (Olea 1982: 38). 

The artistic images, founded on a mentally associative level 
without any real time and space, extend themselves in a time—space 
which has the ideai forra of a spirai, infinite, with numberless possi-
bilities, endless and so never perfectly circular. 

To Olea the capacity of creating a work of art, through a narra-
tor, is closely linked to memory. As already said above, our memory 
crushes time barriers and in doing so emphasizes the role of the per-
ception of the fantastic, that is an unreal category of the world. Our 
memory is supplied by a complete asystematic sequence of sensorial 
perceptions. Each artist, each narrator, must take care of his own me-
mory; his images, his metaphors will spring from it. 

The creating narrator »is like an artist, stopping time and trans-
figuring men and objects. Therefore, the act of creating comes about 
in a substantial absence of time; the aesthetic act regenerates men, 
objects and facts; it gives life and passes beyond death; it is the ins-
trument of immortality. 5  

The stress we put on the writer—narrator's memory brings with it 
the theme of metamorphosis. All men, objects and facts undergo some 
metamorphosis through memory and its reproduction. The narrators 

5  Bergson's and Proust's influences on Olea have been treated in Beaujour 1977. 
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of O1ea's works retain a clear remembrance only of those impres-
sions which struck at least one of their five senses; in this way, they 
make a choice and thus obey a common law of mental economy. These 
revisited impressions forra the content of their narration. 

We may cali this content: a mimesis, which joins together the re-
sults of the narrator's attention and imagination. Attention tries to re-
produce perceptible truth; imagination makes up for the absence of 
memory. The imaginary may be presented as truth, because it became 
a rea) truth in the narrator's mind; the reader can know nothing for 
certain. 

Ole§a's narrative time is without any past or future, nor even any 
present. The categories, which we are used to divide events, lose their 
categoria) significance; past, present and future mingle in the web of 
the narration. 

THE CATEGORY OF TIME AS THE BASIC LEIT-MOTIF OF "ENVY" 

On first examination it seems, that the basic leit-motif of Envy is that 
very particular feeling, which gives the book its title. Envy simbo-
liers, can even be considered the emblem of all human feelings, that 
claim their right to exist even in the technical age. 

The dialogue between Ivan Babiéev and his examining magistrate, 
after Ivan's arrest and taking to GPU: 

- ue.ruAn psul HeneaeHeackix myacTa uanceTcsi MHe nowrencautHm 
yHHH-rozernue 
— HanpHMep? Liyaerna 
— IMTIOCTH, HeXCHOCTH, roppocut peaHocrH, /1106BH-CTIOBONI, HOLITH 

ac.e 4yBCTI3a, H3 KOTOpbIX COCTORJ13, Ayma meneaexa KOHLIBIOULefl 3pbx. 
3pa COLLHVIH3Ma CO3,133CT a3ameH npencroix 4yaeraosaHH51 HOBy10 

cepHioCOCTOSIHHA LICTIOBCMCCKOFI nyunt 

— Tamm o6pa3oM, akumm MM, MTO HOBIA Hanoaen opktyHaer ce6si 
npempaTb araprumme, npoc.naa.neHHme nona'« H camo51 mysoft 
HcTopktH MyBCTIMI. Hy BOT-C. $1 xemy yCTp0HTb IlOCJICAHHA napaq 3TMX 
MyBCTB. 

— 3T0 H CCTb TO, LITO Bbl Ha3brnaeTe 3aroaopom 4yaan37 
— Aa. 3T0 H eCTb 3aroaop myscra, BO rnase 'camper° culo R (01e5a 
1982: 63-64). 

In fact, the fundamental decoding of the underlying significance 
of the nove) cannot do without this consideration, in which we find a 
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list of all possible causes of envy: the thirst for glory, fear, a sense of 
personal uselessness and inferiority together with a contemporary 
sense of other people's superiority, the absence of outward and 
inward dignity, incomprehension, hate, shame and anger. 

But neither envy, nor the conspiracy of feelings, is the main pro-
blem, which Olda intended to deal with. In his novel, published in 
1927, he solved this problem in a negative and quite pessimistic way: 
he prefigured the defeat of all human feelings, except the one neces-
sary to find peace: indifference. 

The real main theme, permeating the whole work and supporting 
its structure, is the conflict between two different historical epochs, 
two incompatible times and spaces (Pavan Pagnini 1986). 

The unknown narrator of the second pan of Envy telis us Ivan's 
words: 

MbI — 3TO 14e.nosellecrso, pouleptuee no noc.nemnero npepe.na, — 

TOB0pHJI OH, cryva Kpy*Kofi no mpamopy, KaK KOIlbITOM.— CHJIbHble 

.THILIHOC7H, IIIOAH, peummane )KHTb no-caoeMy, 3TOHCTM, yupBmum. K 

Bam o6patualoch A. Kax x 6o.nee ymigm, — aBanrapzi motit C.nytuatire. 
crosuame Bflepegnt Kongaercx anoxa. Ba.n pa36nBaercB o KaMHH, Balt 
aaminaer, csepKaer nella. 9T0 *e XOTHTe aba? Aero? Hci4e3nyrb, 
cofirn Ha H67 Kane.nbxamm, MeJIKHM BOARHbIbl lomenmem? Her, ApyabB 
MOH, ne W 40JDKHEJ BN norm6nyrbi HeTI Ilpktuktre Ko Mtle, E Hayqy 

Bac. 

BopoTa aaKpbmaiorcB. CJIMUIHTe AH Bbl aninernie CTB0p0K? He 
parrrech. He crpemmrech nponknalyrb 3a nopori Ocranoamrechl 
Ocranoaxa — ropnocrb. By,r4bre rogaba (01e3a 1982: 57-58). 

Ivan Babidev, together with Nikolaj Kavalerov, represents the 
conspiracy of feelings, an ending world. Ivan is ideally linked to a 
passed historically time; whose sentimental transgressions and ex-
cesses he maintains as symbols of his choice, or individuality. 
Ole§a's characters mark the difficult relationship between the indivi-
duai and community, between a subjective and objective sense of 
time. 

The engineer Ivan, inventing Ophelia the machine of all machines, 
the universal machine which can do everything, preacher in the ta-
verns, unsuccessful father, is the sign of a dying world, since it is 
not ready to accept the new course of history; but this dying world, 
before fading away will give rise to a wonderful, fleeting flash of li-
ght. Ivan Babidev chooses the old world, his brother Andrej he Di- 
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rector of the Organization for the Alimentary Industry; great sausage 
maker, confectioner and cook is a figure of transition between the two 
periods; Volodja Makarov, the young footballer, Andrej's favourite, 
is the sign of the new world, where physical culture and engineering 
will be very important; Nikolaj Kavalerov, unsuccessful man of let-
ters, would like to reject the old time and space in order to enter the 
new ones, but he cannot move a step and can only envy the others; 
this latter is the one completely narrowminded character of the novel. 

In Envy we see, hòw modification and coexìstence are not phe-
nomena which exclude each other, but rather strictly linked. There is 
always a period when the old and the new, whatever field of human 
activity and knowing we may consider, cohexist until the new suc-
ceeds in obtaining the supremacy. As R. Jakobson said conceming 
linguistic modifications, thus formulating a much more generai theory: 

Any modification takes piace first at the syncronic level and is thus a part 
of the system, while only the results of the modifications are imported to 
the diacronie dimension (Jakobson—Pomorska 1985). 

In this way, the ideas of past, present and future are dialectically 
linked to criteria of contemporaneity. 

During Kavalerov's first encounter with Ivan Babiev, of course 
in a tavem, Ivan says: 

... mon Apyr, Hac r.no*eT 341BHCTb. MM aasHayem rpBAyraell 
anoxe. ECJIH XOTHTe, TyT 3aBHCTb cTapocTH. TyT 3aBHCTb Bnepabie 
cocraprunuerocB me.noaetrecKoro noKonemist. floroaopHm O lamiera 
RafiTe HaM ente nHaa... 

... 

... zia. 33.BHCTb. TyT /20.71*Ha paabtrparbca ppama, OX1H3. 113 Tpex 
TpaHAHO3HbIX Apam Ha TeaTpe scToplift, KoTopme Aorrro BIN3MBBIOT 

array, BocToprH, coxranemisi H rHea tre.noBetrecTBa. Bbr, cuoi Toro He 
noHmmaa, 31B.1151eTeCb HOCHTeileM HCT0p144eCKOA MHCCHH. Mal, TaK 

CKB3aTb, crycrox. Abl CryCTOK 3aBlICTH norn6axnue11 3noxm. 
IlorkgSaiotaast 3noxa 3aanuyer Tomy, LITO HAeir efi Ha cmerty. 

O, KaK npeKpaceH no,AHHmarouudica mHpI O, KaK paadnficTaeTca 
npaaArgc, KyAa Hac He nycTsrri Bce HAeT OT Hee, OT HOBOA anoxH, Bce 
crarHaaeTcs4K Hen, Ayrume Aaphi H aocToprkt nanyLarr oHa. Si ruo6.ra0 
ero, 3TOT rotHp, Ha,w3Hrarotaaf1ca Ha meHa, 6o.nbr1e *H3HH, 110/1.710H5110Cb 

emy H scempi cH.namH HeHaamicy eroi SI 3ax.ne6mBarocb, c.neabt KaTsrrcsr 
143 MOHX rnaa TpaAom. HO 51 X04y 33.11yCTHTb na.nbuba a ero omexcAy, 
paaomparb. He aaTHpafil He 3a6Hpafi TOTO, 4TO moaceT npftHaartexcaTh 
mHe... (Oleàa 1982: 68-71). 
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A digression is now necessary in order to consider tavern and 
street spaces; where Nikolaj Kavalerov and Ivan Babiéev are most 
frequently to be found. We can affirm, that all their dialogues, evi-
dencing the leading themes of the book, take piace in a tavem or on 
the street. 

They are both horizontal spaces, making impossible all further 
moral and social ascent or descent. The tavem is an inner space; on 
the contrary, the street is an outer one. In spite of this, they are not in 
opposition to eibh other; they present common characteristics and 
functions. They are both modelling signs of our two characters'inner 
spaces. It is obvious, that it is the street space which permits Andrej 
Babiéev's first casual encounter with Nikolaj Kavalerov and then Ka-
valerov's with Ivan Babitev. The street space permits the meeting of 
men, who belong to completely different worlds and thus allows the 
development of the plot. We may asso notice, that Olea's street has 
negative connotations (Bachtin 1975). 

To retum to the point in hand, Ivan Babiéev's words show that 
his love for the old world does not exclude his admiration for the new 
historical turn of events; his only desire is not to be forgotten, to 
continue living in memory of others. Once more, memory, as it does 
not permit the disintegration of the past, is the means of defeating de-
ath. Passing time has two aspects: from the negative point of view it 
registers the end of youth and of all expectations of what could have 
been; from the positive point of view only passing time can create 
memory which will breed immortality. Also Nikolaj Kavalerov says: 

Torna yenmuia.n sI anepame ryn apemetia BpeMeHa Hecanich Ha40 
MH010. T.BOTLYI BOCTOp*CHHIAB Cne3M. 51peuian CTaTb 3HaMBHHTbIM, 
4T06131 HeKor,ria moti aocKoaofi ABOAHHK, Hano.nHeinibin rynemiem 
BeK0B, KoTopoe ycnbunarb natio JIHIIIb HeN1HOTHM, BOT TaK 
Kpacosa.ncsi B 3e.neHoaaTom Ky6e (Olda 1982:21). 

Nikolaj Kavalerov wants to gain immortality through fame, in or-
der to defeath death, nothingness and his envy too. Ivan Babiéev will 
show him the way: to become the hero of a tale. After having been ar-
rested for the verbal attack against his brother, Ivan Babiéev smiles 
and says: 

3m .TIOX(b../lerentia. Hpocro a muntoti meHsi 	. Flanaraio, 
4TO J:IaBli0 y3Ke 6m.no 3a mHoh Ha6.rtioneHHe. Ho, °muco, xoponio, 4TO 
pice coLimalarcsi .nerembi. KoHeli anomt, nepexonHoe ispemsi, Tpe6yeT 
CBOHX JleFeHn H CKa3OK. 4T0 xce, Si C4aCTIIHB, LITO dyny repoem °Ama 

TaKsix cica3oK. H 6yaeT euie ontia AereHma: o Mamme, HocHanieS1 
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Hsoi 00enmsi 
3noxa ymper c MOIAM HmeHem Ha yerax. K Tomy H npanaraio A caosi 

cTapaHHH (01e3a 1982: 62-63). 

The historical space, diachronic and objective, mingles with the 
unreal and often mythical space of a tale. Immortality appears to be 
linked with being the hero of a tale, of the most fantastic work of folk 
literature. Space, where the action of the tale takes piace, is cha-
racterized by ease of movement and the weak resistance, which the 
environment puts up to the succession of the events, in such a way as 
to extend the poetic space itself. 6  In a time of transition between two 
epochs, when conflictuality has reached its height, the historical 
space acts like that of the tale: it offers a very weak resistance to the 
most absurd actions. In their turn, time and space of memory are 
comparable to those of a tale; since they are characterized by a very 
low degree of resistance. 

The chronotope of history would have no reason to exist without 
the prevailing element of time passing by (which meaning on earth 
could have a static history?). If this element, as it seems through Ivan 
Babiéev's words, loses its categorial significance, then we must give 
in to the fact that history too - may in effect not exist in as much as it 
represents a state of becoming, but rather in as much as it rapresents a 
state of being. 
CONCLUSIONS 

- I don't understand you said Alice. - It's dreadfully confusing! 
- That's the effect of living backwards, - the Queen said kindly. 	It 
always makes one a little giddy at first. 
- Living backwards! - Alice repeated in great astonishment. — I never he-
ard of such a thing! 
- But there's one great advantage in it, that one's memory works both 
ways. 
- You can just see a little peep of the passage in Looking-Glass House, if 
you leave the door of our drawing room wide open: and it's very like our 
passage as far as you can see, only you know it may be quite different on 
beyond. Oh, Kitty, how nice it would be if we could only get through into 
Looldng-Glass House! 

These passages from Alice in Wonderland, particularly from the 
chapter Through the Looking -Glass, might serve as epigraphs of 

6  For the use and concept of space in a tale, see VI. Ja. Propp's many works, and 
Lichatev 1973. 
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Olda's novel; where Ivan Babiéev and Nikolaj Kavalerov wish to live 
backwards. The narrator's time of memory, which characterizes Ka-
valerov—narrator's skaz in the first part of the novel, gives a proof of 
it. The connection with the past is always rehestablished by memory; 
this connection becomes stronger as the future, turned into actuality, 
almost always succeeds in betraying illusions and hopes of the past 
and the present. 

Ivan Babitev's and Nikolaj Kavalerov's memories form a hipo-
thetical temporal piane, since the idealized past lies in a very difficult 
relationship with the piane of real time. 

Envy emphasizes the contrast between the time of memory, which 
is private and personal, and the time of history, which is public. The 
first constitutes a category of the interior, the second of the exterior. 

In a situation of standstill (even entropy), or at least of un-
disruptive progress, public and private categories may coexist and in-
dividualize common purposes; but they are generally irreconcilable, 
the more so during epochs of essential changes. At such a moment the 
relations between time and guilt, time and responsability, memory and 
a new creation, life and death, partecipation and indifference as an 
alternative variant of death itself, come to the fore. 

Often, this basic irreconcilability realizes itself in the archetypal 
motif of the clash of generations; to which is also frequently asso-
ciated the motif of the failure of return to an illusorily idyllic past. 
Olaa has not avoided this 

Nikolaj Kavalerov's and Ivan Babitev's errors, that predestine 
them to a defeat, consist in the fact that they do not perceive the 
objective temporal order of events, to which we have sometimes to re-
fer independently to our persona! experience of time. What is happe-
ning in the present works to make man's time of experience. On the 
contrary, the series of past and future events are organized in accor-
dance with the psychological categories of memory and expectation: 
the past is the present memory of something which has already been; 
future is the present expectation of something which has not yet been. 

Artists express their personal experience of time, which privileges 
the qualitative rather the quantitative aspect of it. 
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